Friday, September 19, 2014

4:32 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... iPhone6Plus pluged into 55" Big Screen, to
see... 10 mm tumor, then save her life, warp speed to the
"Emergency Room" Saved Her JIT.
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... it will take a Act of Congress to "Save the
lives of 100 million Women".
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... convince The New York Times to save the lives
of 100 million women!

9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... convince Yale Today!
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... 59,000 murders in 2014 and this story below
makes you wonder why our 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators Kerry,
McCain don't take Homeland Security (And all of the Navy
Fighter Pilots) out of the Social Security office and put them
in the Homes of all ex-cons felons via Drop Cam! Body Cam
for Men with a extensive criminal history...
Florida man who killed daughter, six grandkids called 911
warning of danger! New York Daily News - A grandfather
with an extensive criminal history called 911 Thursday
afternoon before shooting to death his grown daughter and
his six grandchildren in a murder-suicide rampage in
rural Florida, authorities said.
iPad with built in iPhone7s...
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iPad with built in iPhone7s...

Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter for your Thoughts
if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical School
should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Greg flew
into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West
Medical School on 3-4-2011. Amazing Stargazing Coup!
Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Addicted to "Car Toys not
War Toys"

9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... convince Congress to Declare War on 10 mm
breast cancer tumors Today! Mobilization for Syria is all the
Headlines, this must change for the better overnight if we
are going to "Save Her Life" from a 10 mm Tumor!!
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
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9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... Apple Store in Apple Store Aventura Fl. Mall
1st person in line on the CBS noon news was a "Woman". I
would think she waited in line all night because she thinks
this new iPhone6Plus will save her life in some ways!
Conversations!

9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... it will take a Act of Congress to "Save the
lives of 100 million Women".
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... Why an act of Congress, 2 days ago a women
walking through Yale Campus waves and said hi to many
Young and Old Yale Men. Not 1 "Offered to Save Her Life" by
starting a conversation about breast cancers quark that if
she has a tumor that is 10 mm or smaller and has it
removed Today - she has a 94% chance of living to be 100. 6%
of women walking through Yale Campus 2 days ago will die
from this 10 mm tumor in her breast. Now you know why I
wrote it will take a Act of Congress. 94% in many other
Cancers + Diseases must exist, and Dr. Katrina has a
heartbreaking story of a Exotic Dancer Mom and her son
with a ear infection not treated for weeks, the infection went
into his brain! "Illiterate Exotic Dancers?" Congress gave this
little boy brain damage for the rest of his life when Congress
has $777 Trillion in Holocaust II $4 Gas Revenues they spent
on a fleet of JFK super carriers!
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... Today French Fighter pilots killer her in a
air strike in Syria. Another 100 French women in Paris were
kill because of French Fighter Pilots attacking Syria instead
of Breast Cancer Tumors 10 mm in size. I'm sure a few French
Men would be willing to save her life. In the 007 Movie
November Man one point is made... is her life worth saving!
"November Man" the Movie I saw last night, no breast cancer
scan at the Air Port of course as this would be to futuristic.
Papers and pictures of women raped and killed by a General.
No iPhone5s in the movie, cheap old style cell phones... why?
Well the ending was about the next President of Russia. MD
women today in Moscow trying to pull off another "Russian
Revolution" against Putin with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues
need to "Save his life from a Cancer Tumor" as he has a 5%
chance of having a 10 mm tumor, I would guess!
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... To Build her Tortugas Fortress in the
iPhone6Plus iApps + Camera! Literacy Alert as in "illiterate"
in "Invention Projects" not much longer as She will get all
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in "Invention Projects" not much longer as She will get all
the Invention Projects iApps - none were pre-loaded, but they
will be in the iPhone007x like the military reenforcements,
surge in troops into Iraqi. All this and more "germination"in
her iPhone007x.

9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... Tortugas is the Massive Fort Jefferson built of
16 million bricks. My iPhone6Plus will be built of 16 million
iApps and its canons will be Drop Cams with speakers + mic.
Laser guidance and motion detection, zoom in on the
"Dangerous Man" from miles away and from the "Array" of
Drop Cams her girl friends have. Expandable to infinity.
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... By a act of Congress issued to Yale University
after they read Gregs web page that tells about a scenario, a
woman walking through "Yale Campus" a woman who's life
is worth saving from Breast Cancer. Yale Student has never
been "Lectured" on 10 mm tumors and 94% of women who go
to the MD, have it taken out today live. Who is responsible for
her death from "illiterate Yale Men" in the size of a tumor in
her Breast? Student or Professor?
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... convince Yale Today!
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... convince The New York Times!

9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... convince Congress to Declare War on 10 mm
breast cancer tumors Today!
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... convince the NFL commissioner Roger
Goodell to buy iPhone6Plus + Drop Cams for 24/7 recording
of Football players. NFL can be the first to put iPhone6Plus on
the Dash with real time video to NFL security... is speaking
publicly for the first time since the league started to revamp
its domestic violence policy.
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... Yale Today News 2 days after I wrote about
the Yale Student (doesn't) saves a women life as she walks
through Yale Campus leaves the students who read Yale News
illiterate and let all the women with a 10 mm tumor who
walked through Yale Campus in the 94% fail with a lower
percentage and greater percentage to die. Why, Yale News
Today had other comments about this web page?
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Today had other comments about this web page?

9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... Obama Announces 'It's on Us' Campaign to
Prevent Campus Sexual Assaults" in the New York Times WASHINGTON - President Obama has tried to use the power of
his office to combat sexual assaults on college campuses. On
Friday, he got some help. Obama walking through college
campuses is illerate about 10 mm size breast tumors so he
has never saved a womans life by starting a college campus
'It's on Us' to get all women screened every day, and tumor
taken out within 24 hours... or it will be 93% for her if
Obama waits another day. Emergency room ads in the Key
West Citizen and Molly Miles should I pray write up 10 mm
turors on Sunday.
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"... iApps for Campus Sexual Assaults" 24/7 your
iPhone6Plus is recording all audio video!
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"...
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"...

9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"...
9-19-14 Apple’s iPhone6Plus Has Finally Convinced Greg to
"Save Her Life"...
9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... iApps
that let you use siri as a MD women to talk to about 1,001
Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario! 24/7 conversations with
MD women... unspeakable in our 1984 II Era.
9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... has
never been "Crunched" by the CIA, Yale, Sandia Labs,
Berkeley Labs!

9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Apple iApps a year scenario... This
was posted by Apple Insider but its WRONG...How to autodelete old texts and silence annoying conversations in iOS 8.
How to auto-delete old texts and silence annoying
conversations in iOS 8. The Messages application gains a
number of significant new features with Apple's iOS 8
upgrade, especially for users who participate in group
messages that might take up space or become bothersome.
WRONG... search below and IBM Watson Super Computer app
for large corporations search just these conversations for
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for large corporations search just these conversations for
inventions and invention projects, you can do the same soon
as Apple Insider get it RIGHT... grin. 1 good tip from Apple
Insider is How to start an iOS 8 Family Sharing account to
share apps, music, movies & more How to start an iOS 8
Family Sharing account to share apps, music, movies & more
Once users are running iOS 8 on their iPhone, iPad and
Apple TV, they'll be able to share all iTunes account
purchases, including apps, music and movies, between up to
six people in their family.
http://appleinsider.com/articles/14/09/18/how-to-autodelete-old-texts-and-silence-annoying-conversations-inios-8 http://appleinsider.com/articles/14/09/18/how-to-startan-ios-8-family-sharing-account-to-share-apps-musicmovies-more http://appleinsider.com/

9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... MD's
conversations about working with cryogenic liquid oxygen
and -254 C liquid hydrogen in discovering new Rx, out of
date Rx, and in futuristic Medical Tools.
9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario...
calculate that cancer is eliminated, by a Dr. Nancy
Snyderman scenario, Rx Cure put it in the water if it works!
9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... Inventor
+ Inventions, Discoveries expectancy would cure a Universe
of chronic fatal diseases then crime + Poverty

MD's have state of the arts high tech intellectual skills... 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat
9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... Rx Cure
for Crime + Poverty is a easy invention, for Poverty all we
need in the USA is to confiscate $777 Trillion from Mecca +
Allah.

9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... Rx Cure
for Crime will be a "Body Cameras" 24/7 with audio, so this
will be Video Cameras. Your Life 24/7 on a YouTube Video
would cure Crime. As you can't plan a crime without
"Observers" putting a stop to this conversation. "OJ" is alive
and well in every town + city World-Wide! Robert Kennedy Jr
hangs Mary Kennedy in the Barn. Era of 1,001 Nobel's in
Medicine a year scenario would have to Kill-Off the Supreme
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Medicine a year scenario would have to Kill-Off the Supreme
Court Judges before the Rich + Famous can buy them a drink
at the Hotel Bar, Judging the Era of 1,001 Nobel's in
Medicine a year scenario Kennedy will kill another women,
we all know this is "a true crime story". Writing Classes at the
Hemingway House in Key West has laser guidance for
conversations must turn left or right here.

9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario...
"Conversation Police" Mary B. sitting at the Hotel Bar
yesterday, Greg waves and the conversation in my "wave" was
I'm working on getting $777 Trillion so we can have trillions
of "Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects" conversations,
not your hotel Bar Conversation, Grin!
9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... King
Obama "Basketball + Footballs" impact on 1,001 Nobel's in
Medicine a year scenario... King Obama, Numb Nuts 1984 II
Dictators and Comcast NBC Today Show Videos that went
Viral helped kill millions with TB, Malaria, and a Universe
of other diseases Flies infect people with in Africa.

MD's have state of the arts high tech intellectual skills... 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat
Confiscate $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah.

9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... Syphilis,
STD's HIV, Women got from watching "football + basketball"
24/7 with no iApp pointing out as I did with the Hilton
Hotels wash your wine glasses in the bathroom sink! Did
Farrah Faucet date a football player, who was he? Women
are getting disillusioned by NFL. If I can ever influence the
CIA to LEAK all the tens of thousands times these guys
spanked a kid with a baseball bat... gave her syphilis. I
would! "Rape + Syphilis at the 50 Yard Line" any NY Times
reporters want to write this story? After the 4 MD Wife Coup
this story will be on the front page of the NY Times and I will
have a "Orwellian" comment about the New York Times +
$777 Trillion Dollar Story, only could be written at the NY
Times!
9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... NASA's
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9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... NASA's
rocket scientists conversations about working with cryogenic
liquid oxygen and -254 C liquid hydrogen to feed the
launch rocket's will be a windfall + Godsend for readers by
the time they get to Chapter 10. As NASA rocket scientists are
in the Hemingway House Writing Classes, grin! Facebook has
set back the cure for cancer and 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a
year scenarios... Facebook conversations on how to marry a
women MD, will dominate influence the type of women who
men want to marry in this futuristic Era of 99% of Facebook
Honeymoon conversations about inventing a new life for 15
Billion People. Facebook users will soon start to see more posts
higher in their feeds tied to popular events or topics of
conversation, with less relevant posts getting pushed farther
down. After the MD Women Coup!

9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... National
Institute on Aging... 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year!
National Institute on 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year! Why,
because Greg said if You've got the "Desire" to marry 4 MD
Wives and start a Coup on our 1984 II Numb Nut Dictators
who have syphilis on the brain and Who will not Save One
Woman From being Infected with Syphilis... Why, so Earth's
Humans can swoop down on Aliens First! There at every one
of the Nearest 52 Stars! Then you will need a iPhone007Plus
built into your MacBook Air + Pro with a Intel Xeon.

MD's have state of the arts high tech intellectual skills... 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat
Confiscate $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah.

9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... Military
Psychotics Inherently Love Violence And Wage War, tend to
be naturally fierce, battle conflict has profound
developmental start in 1984 II Viacom's TV + movie shows.
Scenario of Edison domination of Viacom Movies, Pasture,
Curie, DNA's Watson. What Viacom has done since the 1980
Invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort... they have
taken away laser guided state of the arts cars, kids left in
cars or making the wrong turn walking home from school.
All this and more we lost because of Viacom + Comcast! War
Crimes, you can make a new Movie About.
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Crimes, you can make a new Movie About.

9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... King
Richard III died in battle, women battle "Breast Cervix
Cancer" so clubhouse of the Royal & Ancient Golf Club of St.
Andrews. ... proposal to allow women members -- the same
day 1K women died from Queen Elizabeth not in the battle
for these cancers 24/7 war effort gets everything in England.
All leaves for Prince Charles and the Royal Military Units are
cancelled for Womens War on Breast Cancer!

MD's have state of the arts high tech intellectual skills... 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat
Confiscate $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah.

9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... Shock +
Awe of Bush will still go Boom, when Earth's Population Hits
12 Billion by 2100. Bush, Kerry, Top Brass had no "Shock +
Awe" over the Heavy Lift Helicopter Combines Picture and a
year later I would guess Boeing's scenario is still 10,000
more Navy Fighter Jets will be built by the year 2100. Maybe
French MD women are "Man's" only hope for a Revolution
that is more of a "Shock + Awe" than the French Revolution,
that closed the University of Paris and every University in
France for 7 years as punishment for evil dudes... "Bush" +
"Kerry" at Yale. Yale owns 51% of BP oil.

9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... iApps
that let you use siri as a MD women to talk to about 1,001
Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario!
9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... Flu
Vaccine + all vaccines in the Water... Half of Americans are
still failing to get vaccinated against influenza, even
though it kills thousands every year, health experts said
Thursday. Dr. Nancy Snyderman if it works put it in the
water. Now Greg has to wait for Dr. Nancy to make "Contact"
in our 1984 II Society so we can talk it up and get this
invention to put all vaccines in the water. Yes! Someone
please wake up Kerry + McCain!
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MD's have state of the arts high tech intellectual skills... 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat
9-18-14 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year scenario... Rx Cure
for Crime + Poverty is a easy invention, for Poverty all we
need in the USA is to confiscate $777 Trillion from Mecca +
Allah.

9-17-14 THIS DAY not IN THE NEW YORK TIMES... if you’ve got
the resources and patience to buy a laptop, smartphone and
tablet, go for it. But if an alien race swooped down on the
planet and forced earthlings to use only a single computer,
I’d choose the iPhone 6 Plus. If you’re just looking for one
machine for everything, a phablet like this one isn’t a bad
way to go. Greg said if You've got the "Desire" for 4 MD Wives
and a Coup so Earth's Humans can swoop down on Aliens
First! There at every one of the Nearest 52 Stars! Then you will
need a MacBook Air + Pro with a Intel Xeon and BUILT IN
TO THE AIR + PRO A... iPhonePlus007x to Invent Ways to end
Crime + War, and "War Crimes" from Gas Stations decades
after the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort came off the
assembly line... Hold Ups were OJ sucker Punches the woman
out of spite after he robbed her at Shell, Exxon, Mobil in
Miami 2000 when this gas stations should of been converted
to a State of the Arts Apple-Starbucks Store! UNICEF employees
at the UN have knowN about the $777 Trillion in $4 gas
station robberies and didn't invent a way to steal $1 Trillion
for UNICEF... Child deaths decline globally, with more
children living to age 5, UNICEF report ... PBS NewsHour...
PBS employees got more $ than the UNICEF children for
suppressing all the Saudi $100 Billion dollar Palace news. I
can go on and on about the UN. But Greg will get the Breast
Cancer Women $10 Trillion from the $777 Trillion in $4 gas
money! Homeland Security will be doing breast scans and
no one will complain!
... early diagnosis is imperative! 9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE
HISTORY...
... early diagnosis is imperative! 9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE
HISTORY...
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN THE NEW YORK TIMES...
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9-17-14 THIS DAY IN THE NEW YORK TIMES...

9-17-14 THIS DAY not IN THE NEW YORK TIMES... Yale Key
West Med School will have laser guided futuristic Assembly
Lines for Brain Surgery, Heart, knee... and 150,000 a week
will have surgery at Yale Key West Medical School built on an
Eiffel Tower Structure made of State of the Arts Steel Alloys!
Key West Tourists taking the Medical Nobel Tour will win a
lot more than buying Florida Lotto Tickets. According to
sources familiar with the supplier's operations, Foxconn has
100 dedicated assembly lines in Zhengzhou working around
the clock in an attempt to meet pre orders and launch day
allotments for Apple's iPhone 6 handsets, reports The Wall
Street Journal.

9-17-14 THIS DAY IN APPLE INSIDER... "We have been
churning out 140,000 iPhone 6 Plus and 400,000 iPhone 6
every day, the highest daily output ever, but the volume is
still not enough to meet the pre orders," the unnamed source
said. "For iPhone 6 Plus, we are still ramping up the
production line. Another reason for the limited supply is the
shortage of 5.5-inch displays." One insider said 5.5-inch
display yields are somewhere between 50 to 60 percent,
meaning nearly half of all produced panels are scrapped as
they do not meet Apple's strict standards. Retina HD displays
bound for the 4.7-inch iPhone 6 are faring better with an
output rate of about 85 percent.
9-17 14 THIS DAY IN WebMD News Health Day U.S... Waistlines
Keep Growing, Women Leading the Way Average is nearly 39
inches, CDC researchers find No single reason for the bulking
up stood out By Kathleen Doheny. Kathleen did not remind
the woman readers "Breast Cancer Starts in Fat Cells in the
Milk duct" Why? When in 2012 More than 226,000 American
women were diagnosed with breast cancer in 2012. More
than half of these women will have ductal carcinoma, a type
of cancer that starts in the milk ducts of the breast!
Propaganda... from our 1984 Numb Nuts like Gen. Dempsey
who is making War with Syria propaganda not selling a
"WAR TIME MOBILIZATION BY THE PENTAGON TO SCAN EVERY
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"WAR TIME MOBILIZATION BY THE PENTAGON TO SCAN EVERY
WOMEN EVERY DAY FOR A 10MM SIZE TUMOR! Yale Treadmill
Desk for all Classrooms, and iPhone6Plus with "Diet Pills"
iApps - to suppress your appetite. Treadmill Desk on "Today
Show" Decade ago. Kerry, McCain, Obama, Hillary, one or
all of them killed this from all High Schools (Treadmill
Desk) in the USA when they took Euphredia out of the Health
Food Stores! Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra Appetite
Suppressants are needed ASAP...

Hi Beautiful... iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany
Necklaces... Greg will invent for you Mary B! Hi Beautiful...

Hi Beautiful... iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany
Necklaces... Greg will invent for you Mary B! Hi Beautiful...

9-17-14 THIS DAY IN THE NEW YORK TIMES... propaganda to
bring back Ephedrine HCL and Ephedra.
9-17-14 NOT HAPPENING ON THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...
Serendipity! LEAK $777 Trillion in BP Oil $$$$
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9-17-14 NOT HAPPENING ON THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...
Student saves a woman's life! As she was walking through
Yale Campus!
9-17-14 NOT HAPPENING ON THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...
Serendipity means a "fortunate happenstance"
...early diagnosis is imperative, Today at Yale University
theres nothing going on Campus that would let any women
with a 10 MM size Breast Cancer Tumor get scanned.
9-17-14 NOT HAPPENING ON THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...
Serendipity means a "fortunate happenstance" or "pleasant
surprise". It was coined by Horace Walpole in 1754.

9-17-14 NOT HAPPENING ON THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...
Yale Student saves her life as she was walking through
Campus Today, 94 percent survival rate if the breast cancer
is found when it is less than 10 millimeters in size!

9-17-14 NOT HAPPENING ON THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...
Student saves a woman's life!

9-17-14 THIS DAY IN THE NEW YORK TIMES... 1 TRILLION
ELECTRICWINDMILLFORD ESCORTS AT STAKE... Much at Stake
as Xi Jinping, Chinese Leader, Visits India. New York Times
Indian police officers standing guard on Tuesday in front of
a board with images of Prime Minister Narendra Modi of
India, President Xi Jinping of China and Anandiben Patel,
the chief minister of Gujarat.
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN THE NEW YORK TIMES... mobilization for
"War" motive is $777 Trillion in $4 gas revenue!
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... ISIS releases new
propaganda video! Exclusive: Syria reveals more chemical
weapons.
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... Yale Women Students at
the Yale Med School know they and pregnant women breath
in "Chemicals that are in Chemical Weapons in Syria" in the
New Haven and NYC Smog but are POW's in BP + Yale Greed
as Yale owns 51% of BP Oil.
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9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... 1980 Saudi Oil
Embargo posed more of a threat to the U.S. than war $
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... 2015 $777 Trillion in
Saudi Oil money will be confiscated by 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat.
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... 1980 Yale women who
died from Breast Cancer kept it from the obituary.
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... 2015 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat will open the New Yale Pentagon Medical School... in
the Old Pentagon Building.

9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... 2015 Yale Grads who set
up Homeland security will be arrested for Holocaust III
because this "News" can be printed 19K times in 2015... SALT
LAKE CITY (ABC 4 Utah) - A former Utah man who admitted
to killing his girlfriend did it again out on bail. 2nd ex
killed mutilated.

9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... 2015 Yale Grads who set
up Homeland security will be arrested for Holocaust IV
because this "News that 40K women will die of breast cancer"
can be printed 40K times in 2015...
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... 1990 Columnist Brian
McCall ’91 argues that post-Cold War instability poses more
of a threat to the U.S. than the Soviets ever did.

9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... 1990 it had to have
been around here the Pentagons Top Brass decided to put
NASA out of business and spend Mecca's $777 Trillion
Godsend on fleets of JFK Carriers and Fighter Jets.
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... 1980 Godsent
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9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... 1980 Godsent
ElectricWindmillCar invention ended the Saudi Oil Embargo
in Secret. As it was suppressed by "Yale Grads" for "Oil" monies,
trillions of times more oil money than Rockefeller!

9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... Mobilization for War in
Syria not "Breast Cancer Mobilization" that would scan every
women who walks into Publix or Whole Foods, or goes to the
Air Port Today.
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN THE NEW YORK TIMES... 1 TRILLION
ELECTRICWINDMILLFORD ESCORTS AT STAKE... Much at Stake
as Xi Jinping, Chinese Leader, Visits India. New York Times
Indian police officers standing guard on Tuesday in front of
a board with images of Prime Minister Narendra Modi of
India, President Xi Jinping of China and Anandiben Patel,
the chief minister of Gujarat.
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY... Your life at Yale as a
YouTube Video! Truth-loving video of your Day at Yale, in
one classroom after another and all conversations about
classes and futuristic life on video day after day attending
Yale. IBM can sell you an iApp on their Super Computer its
below. IBM can crunch all your conversations in your 4 years
at Yale or more importantly your 4 More Years at Yale Med
School looking for patterns of inventions + discovery! Your
iApp at Yale will remind you about the Gravity Engine and
to look around in your class material for HOw is Gravity
Generated. Greg and Mary B. want to get this Discovery we
will give Yale Students a chance by beeping them with an
iApp we get written! Grin.

9-17-14 THIS DAY IN KEY WEST HISTORY... Every Day of Your
life as a Cop as a YouTube Video! Truth-loving video of your
Day as a Key West Police Officer... Yale Students will get 1,001
futuristic Police inventions for the Drop Dash Cam and
future "Cop Cars" when you can talk to the car in front of you
via the Dash Cam in their car... Bike riding burglar's will be
History! Domestic Violence calls will also be history some day
soon, as soon as 4 MD Wifes pull off a successful coup on our
1984 Numb Nuts Dictators.

Key West officer from July 19, 2004, until he resigned March
4, 2008, sued the city in December 2007 claiming he suffered
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4, 2008, sued the city in December 2007 claiming he suffered
harassment and retaliation from police supervisors when he
reported being asked to destroy video evidence by a fellow
cop. "Melt it," and "Make it disappear," Klosowski said his
then supervisor Sgt. Pablo Rodriguez demanded of him after
realizing the ICOP video system affixed to Klosowski's patrol
car had kicked on automatically the night of May 28, 2007.
That night, Rodriguez was pursuing a burglary suspect, who
was pedaling a bicycle along a sidewalk when Rodriguez
drove his patrol cruiser over a curb and struck the suspect,
Klosowski's lawsuit states.

9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...

9-17-14 THIS DAY In Apple iPhone6Plus news... Apple's hotly
anticipated free iOS 8 update for iPhone and iPad is now
available to download, giving users access to a wide range
of new features including third-party keyboard support,
Notification Center widgets, extensions, Hey Siri hands-free
voice activation, and much more.
9-17-14 THIS DAY AS GREG WRITES HIS WEB PAGE THINKING...
I want a glass keyboard on my MacBook Air + Pro for "Laser
Guided Touch Apps as they will be futuristic One's "Reflecting
On" living with 4 MD Wives, grin" and to hell with finger
prints as this Glass is not sapphire but Diamond and leaves
no messy looking fingerprints all over the screen like... so
many gadgets do ...do, grin!
... early diagnosis is imperative! 9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE
HISTORY...
... early diagnosis is imperative! 9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE
HISTORY...
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN THE NEW YORK TIMES...
9-17-14 NOT HAPPENING ON THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY...
Student saves a woman's life!
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9-17-14 THIS DAY IN THE NEW YORK TIMES... 1 TRILLION
ELECTRICWINDMILLFORD ESCORTS AT STAKE... Much at Stake
as Xi Jinping, Chinese Leader, Visits India. New York Times
Indian police officers standing guard on Tuesday in front of
a board with images of Prime Minister Narendra Modi of
India, President Xi Jinping of China and Anandiben Patel,
the chief minister of Gujarat.
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN THE NEW YORK TIMES... mobilization for
"War" motive is $777 Trillion in $4 gas revenue!
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN Apple's voice-controlled personal
assistant Siri becomes even more powerful with iOS 8,
including an entirely hands-free mode that allows users to
ask questions and accomplish tasks by simply first saying the
words "Hey, Siri."

9-17-14 THIS DAY... Gen. Dempsey will not accomplish the
"Order" save a women's life, save 1 millions womens lives
today. No one has to know but the other Generals. Especially
the 1 General who is walking with a women on Yale Campus
today... (Gen. Raymond T. Odierno) does she have a 10 mm
size breast cancer tumor? Were the hell is the CIA? Least the
CIA could tell Gen. Odierno who is on Yale Campus to have a
"Breast Cancer 10mm" conversation Grin.
9-17-14 THIS DAY IN Apple..Apple has dubbed this seamless
integration "Continuity," and some of it works immediately
once all of a user's devices are updated to iOS 8. For
example, if a user has the same Apple ID and associated
phone number enabled on their iPad, calls will show up on
the tablet once the iPhone begins ringing. Answering a call
on an iPad automatically places the conversation in speaker
phone, allowing the iPad's microphone and speakers to
handle the call.

USA + Russian Tillionaire's have $777 Trillion in BP Oil $
alone... all from $4 gas station hold ups sucker punching the
poor women out of spite, then not giving a $10 Trillion
dollar donation to Race for the Cure of Breast Cancer!
Stupid Criminals!
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Stupid Criminals!

Russian Billionaire's Arrest Causes His Company's Stock To
Plunge... Forbes - The arrest of billionaire Vladimir
Yevtushenkov, one of Russia's richest men, caused shares of
his companies to plunge on Wednesday as investors feared a
replay of Yukos, the Russian oil company that was
nationalized after its billionaire leader became ... Vladimir
P. Evtushenkov Is Accused of Laundering Money New York
Times From Russia:Arrest of Russian Billionaire Shows
Return of 'Predatory' CapitalismThe Moscow Times
Opinion:No more obstacles for Putin's
nationalizationChicago Tribune In Depth:Russian arrest
spooks billionaires already stung by sanctionsThe Globe and
Mail Vladimir Yevtushenkov » Russia »

9-16-14 iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany Necklaces...
iPhone007x will be invented thinking about how many cams
+ mic + remotes in her Ear and Glasses and all hidden from
view of her recording her current event! Wow!
9-16-14 iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany Necklaces... Hi
Beautiful looking at her super women curls I will buy you a
iPhone6Plus with a 007 Tiffany Necklaces... Mary B. Date Yes!
Greg is working on getting a Trillion Dollars for Our Racing
for the RxCure and 4 Trillion Years as soul-mates. Save the
lives of a trillion SWF so we can Shine On For 777 Trillion
years; oh thats after $777 Trillion we'll confiscate from
Mecca + Allah for the Yale Key West Medical School, in every
city + town on Earth!! Med Schools laser guided and state of
the arts assembly lines for 15 Billion People. We will be the #1
Med School ready for 15 Billion people. Imagine 15 Billion
"Dentures" pulling teeth iApps... to save teeth + lives from
rotten teeth, will help save some from getting dentures so
maybe only 14 Billion "Dentures" on the assembly line with
laser guided extractions. Ouch!

Hi Beautiful... iPhone6Plus Imagine the 007 Tiffany
Necklaces... Greg will invent for you Mary B! Hi
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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